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Nonseparable growth of ω
supporting a strictly positive measure

Joint work with Piotr Borodulin-Nadzieja.

A compact space K is called a growth of ω if there exists a com-
pactification γω of ω such that K is homeomorphic to γω\ω. It is
well-known that every separable compact space is a growth of ω and,
moreover, every such space carries a strictly positive measure, i.e. mea-
sure positive on every nonempty open subset.

In paper [2] we have found several ZFC examples of a nonsepara-
ble growths X of ω on which are defined strictly positive measures.
This extends results of Bell [1], van Mill [5] and Todorčević [4], who
have found compactifications γω of ω with ccc nonseparable γω\ω,
and the result of Drygier and Plebanek [3], who have provided a non-
separable growth of ω supporting a strictly positive measure under the
assumption b = c.

During the talk I will present a construction of a non-separable
growth of the form ult(A), where A is a Boolean subalgebra of Bor(2ω)
containing all clopen subsets of 2ω. I will show that the Lebesgue
measure on 2ω is positive on every nonzero element of A, thus there
is a strictly positive measure on ult(A).
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